Inhibition of energy transfer between conjugated polymer chains in host/guest nanocomposites generates white photo- and electroluminescence.
The generation of white light requires the combination of two or more chromophores that emit simultaneously. The observed color of a mixture of light-emitting molecules, however, originates generally only from the lowest band-gap species because of efficient energy transfer between the chromophores which is difficult to avoid. Here we report on a nanocomposite material designed to yield pure and stable white photo- and electroluminescence. In this material, red, green, and blue emitting conjugated polymers are confined within the galleries of a layered semiconducting host matrix. The host hinders polymer pi-pi interactions which are responsible for the energy transfer between polymer chains, consequently, emission from the three chromophores is observed simultaneously resulting in white photoluminescence. The efficacy of the nanocomposites is demonstrated in simple single-layer white-emitting polymer diodes. The mechanism suggested here for white light generation, supported by extensive luminescence measurements, is in contrast to that previously reported in white-emitting polymer diodes where efficient energy transfer between polymer chains was essential for obtaining white light.